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Consumption is always and everywhere a cultural process, but 'consumer
culture' - a culture of consumption - is unique and specific: it is the dominant
mode of cultural reproduction developed in the west over the course of
modernity. Consumer culture is in important respects the culture of the
modern west - certainly central to the meaningful practice of everyday life

in the modern world; and it is more generally bound up with central values,
practices and institutions which define western modernity, such as choice,
individualism and market relations. If we were to ~~tract a single defining
feature it would run something like this: co,nsumer cült:we denotes a social

arrangemel1t in which the relation between iived culture and social resources,
between meaningful ways of life and the symbolic and material resources' on
which-they depend, is mediated through market~. Consumer culture marks
out a system in which consumption is dominated by the consumption of
commodities, and in which cultural reproduction is largely understood to be
carried out through the exercise of free personal choice in the private sphere
of everyday life.

Consumer culture was not the only mode of cultural reproduction in
operation over the last three hundred years, nor the onlyone now. One can
distinguish residual and emel'gent, oppositional and eccentric modes of
cultural reproduction, just as when we think about modes of production.
New Yorkers, for example, raised animals for domestic consumption in
uptown Manhattan right to the end of the nineteenth century (Braverman
1974: 274). Today we stilllike to distinguish gift-giving from commodity-
exchange; we also may feel that some cultural goods (for example, friendship,
character) cannot be bought; we may even make, rather than buy, some of
the things we use. Similarly, the very idea of the welfare state originally
represented an alternative mode of meeting needs, one that prioritized
collective provision over the private consumption of commodities. Consumer
culture is not the only way in which consumption is carried out and everyday
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life reproduced; but it is certainly the dominant way and possesses a practical
scope and ideological depth which allows it to structure and subsume all
others to a very great extent.

N~r i~..~~~"~Il_I!1~!E.l!!mtC<.i!:p.Yr.c<Jy_ro:steru.a(f!!i~.1tarose in the~, from \

aboui"the eighteen ards, as part of the west's assertion of its
own di erence from the rest of the world as modern, progressive, free, i
rationa!. But in the idea of consumer culture there was an assumption of
dominance and denigration, of the western sense of itself as civilized and
righteously amuent, as possessing values that have a universal character.
Consumer culture has been a flagship for the advance of western business,
western markets and a western way of life. As an aspect of the universalizingj
project of western modernity, consulIler cIJlture has both global PJ~tensions i
and gl<>.b~IH~~ttmsion. ..." o" .'

Finaiiy, it may seem odd to define consumer culture in terms of the modern
west - as a mode of cultural reproduction extending from the eighteenth

century to the present. Consumer culture appears to manyas fully formed
only in the postmodern era. However, consumer culture is inextricably
bound up with mo!!e,mjn;:as a whole. I mean two things by this. Firstly, core
i!is.Iif~~i~ris~:infrnitfq,çtii~.~~ an~ PX~~!iSçs ~fÇ.QP.Su..!!!.Ç.Lç,u1tIJr!<.Qr.igimw;;d in

th~ earlY.JJ1oderoperiQd, and some of these were well established (at least
fo~'some classes and some economic sectors) by this time. Consumer culture
is not a Iate consequence of industrial modernization and cultural modernity,
something that followed after the intellectual and industrial labours of
modernity were accomplished. I~ was ratherp.!\,r,,!2fJh.~.yery...making..<>.f.!~~
~ode!11 ~<>.rl~.Secondly, consumer culture is bound up with the idea of
modernity, of modern experience and of modern social subjects. In so far
as 'th~ moderri' constitutes itself around a sense of the world experienced i

by a social actor who is deemed individuaiiy free and rational, within a world!
no longer governed by tradition but rather by flux, and a world produce

~
through rational organization and scientific know-how, then the figure of th
consumer and the experience of consumerism is both exemplary of the ne
world and integral to its making. i

Looking backwards

This /ongue dureeview of consumer culture contradicts some common-sense
views of it. Consumer culture, in fact, inhabits an odd time-frame: on the
one hand, modern forms of consumption -like modern forms of the market
in much ecooomic theory - are often regarded as effectively universal and
eternal; on the other hand, in everyday experience consumer culture lives
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in a perpetual year zero of newness.Consumer culture is about continuQJls
self-creation through the accessibility of things w.hicluy:e thems31ves
presente new, odish faddish or ashionablei always-.improvedand
improving. n eeping with the fashionableexperienceit provides, th~

idea ot consumer culture is constantly heralded~ in each generation
the Columbuses of capitalism rediscover the promised land of affluent
freedom; while critics - both left and right - report our arrival in a frozen
land of wealth without value. .

In what follows, i want to disrupt this ~ense of eternal newness by telling
the history of consumer culture backwards. This will allow us to trace each
'newage' back to a previous one and at the same to get a elearer sense of
how consumer culture is bound up with 'the wholeof modernity'.

The 1980s saw one of the most powerful rediscoveries of consumerism.
The consumer was the hero of the hour, not just as the provider of that
buying power which would fuel economic growth (though this was central
too, and encouraged through phenomenal credit expansion, delkit financing
and income tax reductions) but as the very model of the modern subject and
citizen. Exemplified in neo-liberalism - specifically in Reaganomics and
Thatcherism - consumer choice became the obligatory pattern for all social
relations and the template for civic dynamism and freedom. Collective and
social provision gaye way to radical individualism (as Thatcher put it, 'There
is no such thing as society, only individuals and their families.'). And this
individual was enterprising - dynamically and unabashedly self-interested
- as exemplified in the yuppie and in the character of Gekko in the film Wa/J
Street. The 1980s also heralded the subordination of production to
consumption in the form of marketing: design, retailing, advertising and the
product concept were ascendent, reflected in postmodern theory as the
triumph of the sign and the aestheticization of everyday life. Much-
publicized elaims about the reorganization of capitalist production and its
relation to thestate (post-Fordism, disorganized capitalism, flexible
accumulation) all argued that Fordist mass consumption - the pioneer of
consumer culture - was giying way or giying birth to a newer and truer
consumer culture of target or niche marketing, in which the forging of
personal identity would be firmly and pleasurably disentangled from the
worlds of both work and politics and would be carried out in a world of
plural, malleable, playful consumer identities, a process ruled over by the
play of image, style, desire and signs. Consumer culture was nowall about
'keeping different from the Joneses'.

Both neo-liberalism and postmodernism proelaimed and seemingiy
endorsed the murder of critical reason b consJun~ sover~: standards
o value other than t e preferences expressed by indiVidUals in the market-
place were derided as elitist, conservative or simply ungrounded. The
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ideological consumerism of the 1980s then foregrounds radical individualism
and privatism on the one hand, and on the other their grounding in a
modality of signs and meanings (rather than needs and wants): this consumer
culture is proudly superficial, profoundly about appearances.l\!~!.ro.id.i§.m iL

I!~!!~.çrgQ!>4..!J.prbad-jt~ all.o~her:}~.And when this situation obtains, as
Raymond Williams) (l980: 185) puts it, w~!.~i;1!..?~t not to be 's<:l1~i1:>.IY
~~li:i~~~:.~!~!l:.':!1!hil1g~clfT!>JILçQre social ig~!l~i!iesaii{p~ysic~i. wa.,nt,
consumerism b~fQmç-S..ft..pm:e.l!laY9.fsjgns, The ideological miraele carried

. ., M'''''''

ouCDY'." 980s consumer culture was to tie this im~e of unhinged
superficiality to the most profound, deep structural vMues and promises of
modernity: personal freedo~_~~!?!!Q...iui«pm~çiyiÇ...gY!!!in!s_~~}id
political deiriocracy:"Through the neo-liberal renaissance and the crumbling
ofMarxisn-i:°(iiftfie west and the east), consumer culture was seen in terms
of the freedoms of the market and therefore as the guarantor of both

eC~.!10JE~~~~~.2. jndividJ,J.:df[~!:dom. .._-_._--
Ironically, 1980s positions on consumer culture, whether neo-liberal,

postmodern or critical, largely presented themselves as reactions against the
1950s and 1960s, as commentaries on the bankruptcy of the post-war
consensus (both its establishment version and its opponents). Yet this
consensus had presented itself, in its own time, as marking the arrival of the
industrial world in the promised land of consumerist plenty. The great
theme of the period is the triumph of economic managerialism, through
Keynesian economics and welfare statism, over the crisis-tendencies of
capitalism exemplified in the Great Depression. The vista of an 'organized
capitalism' (Lash and Urry 1987) with smoothly expanding prosper~
placed consumer culture near its centre as simultaneously the engine of
prosperity, a pre-eminent tool for managing economic and political stability
and the reward for embracing the system. The harmonious marriage of
managerial collectivism and consumerist individualism - the mixed economy
- is precisely what 1980s neo-liberalism loathed, as exemplified in the idea
of regulation and in the split between social provision for welfare and
infrastructure on the one hand and private sector enterprise on the other.
At the time, however , 'You never had it so good.' This is the period of the
economic miraele that was so directly experienced in rising consum tion

S~dS.ii was so good in fact that - within the ideologic c imate up to
the 1970s - critics of consumer culture had to reach for ever more tenuous
accounts of how a world both so systemically stable and individually

satisfying could be deemed unsuccessfu/ by either intellectuals or their
erstwhile revolutionary agents.

In fact the image of the post-war consumer and consumer boom is rather
schizoid. On the one hand, consumer culture - especially in the 1950s-
appearsas a newage of conformity,of 'organizationman', of the 'other-
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directed' narcissist, of the mass cultural dope or couch potato keeping up
with the Joneses through the slavish mass consumption of standardized mass
production goods, the land of Levittown and American cars (Mills 1951;
Riesman 1961; Whyte 1957). The consumer is the 'affiuent worker'

(Goldthorpe and Lockwood 1968-9), steadily building up domestic capital
within the framework oflong-term job security. The stability of the everyday
consuming household was itself anchored within the protective harbour of
the Keynesian state, which organized itse1faround a table with chairs set out
for organized government, organized business and organized labour.
Fordism, it was argued, provided a prosperous yet empty contentment,
involving a colonization of everyday life by corporations and consumption
norms which rendered it status-driven and conformist, mass and anti-
individualist. Prosperity and the good life meant the abi/ity to keep up with
the Joneses.

On the other hand, 'the affiuent society' (Galbraith 1969) could also
involve disturbingly explosive and hedonistic consumption patterns among
new social groups which were themselves crucially defined by their
consumption: the emergence of the teenager, of the Budins working class,
of the suburban familyand so on. The affiuent society was a consumer
societyin whichecol]omicprosperitybroug:htinsatiableand moralif c!iihiom:

wants, a crisis in valy~~ ovei:.J.!iç..1Y.QT.K..e1.liis..a{bi~,!rcatJon- of desirq between
uespect@2!!.~~_':!P.!~-~~~~Q!u.vjthLii..dJ~inework of the family;

the s~!..4 of b<?ur eois ro riet t u - ti!~_~ç~!!!ulation of domestic
capitaIL@J! h.<:_~~~i!~~~;~i:iiiQ.ral~..noi1=tim.}m~ f~i:i_~!.!!P.!i2.n(BelI 1979). On
the Marxist side, this period also seemed to confirm a long-worked-out
analysis of consumer culture as a form of social and political managerialism,
a way to ensure political docility through a mass policy ofbread and circuses.

If we date it from the post-war period, consumer culture appears as the
culmination of Fordist mass production coupled with Keynesian economic
managerialism, both together producing a stable affiuence which carries the
seeds of its own destruction: moral destruction through conformity or
hedonism, socio-economic destruction through the triumph of collectivist
regulation, and so on. But post-war consumerism represents the spread of
social themes and arrangements which were pioneered in the previous era.
The 1920s was probably the first decade to proclaim a generalized ideology
of affiuence. Above all, it promoted a powerful link between everyday
consumption and modernization. From the i 920s, the world was to be
modernized pardy through consumption; consumer culture itself was
dominated by the idea that everyday life could and should be modern, and
that to a great extent it aiready was. Ewen (1976) and Marchand (1986), for
example, demonstrate that the burgeoning advertising and marketing of this
era were selling not just consumer goods, but consumerism itself as the
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shining path to modernity: they incited their publics to modernize
themselves, modernize their homes, their means of transport. The exemplary
goods of the period are about the mechanization of everyday life, starting
with houses themselves, and extending to their electrification; then durables
like washing machines, vacuum cleaners, fridges, telephones; then, finally,
the automobile for that modern sense of movement into the future and into
the jazz age. This is the age of real estate, consumer credit and cars: modern
appliances, bought by modern methods, placed in a modern household. The
1920s was probably the first era in which modernity was widely held to be
a state that has a/ready beenreachedby the population in general, a state we
are in or nearly in, rather than one towards which an avant-garde points: in
the consuming activities of the middle-class the ultra-modern future was
aiready readable, aiready beginning to happen.

The 1920s (and, especially in America, the previous two decades as well)
exhibit a similar moral split to the post-war era: Sinclair Lewis's (1922)
Babbitt, on one side, exemplifies consumerism, 'boosterism', the life of
selling and goods, as the route to empty mass conformity (especially within
the increasingly privatized, suburbanized and nuclearized family); the
flapper, the cinema, the automobile and Prohibition represent the other side:
the licentious, youth-oriented, pleasure-oriented orgy of the jazz age,
Hollywood and Harlem nights. Again, and quite earlyon, consumerism
shows its double face: it is registered on the one hand as a tool of social order
and private contentment, on the other as social licence and cultural
disruption. .

The 1920s appearas the first consumerist decade, but on closer inspection
they seem merely the harvesting of a much longer revolutiori, commonly
periodized as 1880-1930. This era sees the emergence of a mass production
system of manufacture increasingly dedicated to producing consumer goods
(rather than the heavy capital goods, such as steel, machinery and chemicals,
which dominated much of the later nineteenth century). If consumer culture
is born here it is because we emphasize several interlocked developments:
mass manufacture; the geographical and social spreading of the market; the
rationalization of the form and organization of production (see, for example,
Aglietta 1979; Boorstin 1973; Fraser 1981; Pope 1983).

Incontrovertibly, it is in this period that all the features which make up
consumer culture take on their mature form, but more importandy it is in

this period that a modern norm emerges concerning how consumer goods
are to be produced, sold and assimilated into everyday life. Only now does
the following description become normative if not yet universal: goods are
designed with standardized, replaceable components which allow them to be
produced in very large volumes at low unit cost through an intensive,
rationally controlled and increasingly automated technical division oflabour.
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This is ultimately exemplified in the Fordist model of flow-past assembly
lines manned by Taylorized workers. The goods are sold across geographically
and socially wider markets - regional, national, global- whose formation is
made possible by the interconnection of local markets through new
transportation and communications infrastructures (rail, mail, telegraph,
telephone)j by the concentration of markets in larger citiesj by the
development of multi-divisional corporations capable of planning and
coordinating on this scalej by the integration of markets through marketing,
using such new techniques as branding and packaging, national sales forces,
advertising, point of sale materials and industrial design - all designed to
unify product identity across socially and geographically dispersed markets.
This is accompanied by the massiye development of retail infrastructures
(not just shops but also retail multiples, mailorder, vertical integration
downwards to the point of sale). This massiye volume of cheap standardized
goods, rationally sold through ever larger markets, is sold to a population
which is increasinglyseen as consumers: theyare not seen as classes or
genders who consume, but rather as consumers who happen to be organized
into classes and genders.

However, if this period marks the true birth of consumer culture it is only

\ because we define consumer culture in terms of mass production and mass
participation in consumption. There is no essential reason to do so. We can
equally treat the age of mass consumption as the development of a system

\ whose values and aims were inherited from earlier periods, and as the
\i ~preading of a culture that had been already wel1 defined in other classes.

Moreover, we can consider the fact that critics did not wait for the emergence
of Fordist mass production to engage in full-scale attacks and large-scale
theorizations of consumer culture (Miller 1981j Williams 1982). Consumer
culture existed as a problem for social critics, an ideology for the population
and a reality for the bourgeoisie from quite early in the nineteenth century.

Thus we might next look at the prosperous mid- Victorian years from the
1850s to the 1870s. With the industrial and urban pattern ofmodernization
well established as an idea, if not entirely as a reality, and with the economic
and political disruptions of the 1840s passed, a ~ew era of confidence is
generally held to have been ushered in by the London Exhibition at Crystal
Palace in 1851. In a stunning anecdote, Rosalind Williams (1982) points out
that whereas this first international celebration of progress focused on
exhibiting the triumphs of modern science and technology, by the time of
the Paris exhibition of 1889the objects on display were beginning to carry
price tags. The transformation of modernity itself into a commodity, of its
experiences and thrills into a ticketed spectacle, of its domination of nature
into domestic comfort, of its knowledges into exotic costume, and of the
commodity into the goal of modernity: all.1his was brewin9: wel1in _adv:.!~ce

(
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,.Qf..massproducti9A.oriented towards mass consumption (Richards 1991). '

Over this period, consumer culture moves in two contradictory but 1"
interrelated directions, On the one hand, c~,nsumer culturt: S.c;e.J!lSto ei:m:r e i i \ ,
from th pro uction o pu ie s ctac e from the enervated an overstimulated ;')'
world-öiir an experienceso powerfullycaptured in Baudelaire's image of i

thefilineur: in mo ,ermtya t e wor is consumab e ex erience. And all is;
~'th-e eve opmeno"'s opping, arcades, department stores,international \
~bitions, museums, new forms of entertainment. Cities, department!

stores and especial1y international expositions carry powerful col1ective \
meanings as symbois of both scientific civilizatio n and nationa

,
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The world is a cornucopia of consumable experience and goods delivered

by modern progress into a modern carnival, and the consul11er i~._tb-€1.fe~-
payingaudienceforth spec ac e an e ',. o ermt (Slaterl995).

, Orithe other hand, an in opposition to the public culture of commodities, ,"

consumerismwas made respec a during this period by connecting it to ;~)
the constructiOliof,private,' o s omesticit Consumption is to be

)

turned into respectab e cu ture y wresting it fiôin the hands of both the
aristocracy (where it signifies luxury, decadence, terminal superficiality) and
the working classes (where it signifies public riotousness, the excesses of the
drinking, sporting mob). it is crucial that in this period much debate on
consumer culture was carried out in terms not of the consumption of goods
but of time: a debate about leisure (see, especial1y, Cross 1993j Cunningham
1980) which concerned how to keep public order outside work hours. How,
for example, can (male) working-class leisure consumption be diverted from
drinking, gaming and prostitution in public places. Yet once excluded from
these public places there are fears about what they get up to in their new
privacy - fears about health and morals, about subversion and irreligion.
What is Victorian philanthropy and reform but the inculeation of new norms
of consumption - of healthy domestic, private consumption in the bosom
of the family - calibrated by the scalesof bourgeoisrespectability,medical
science and moral discourses on sin and criminality (Rose 1992a, 1992b)? In

sum, consumer culture of the mid-nineteenth centuryappears to emerge
from a series of struggles to organize and tame, yet at the same time 'to exploit
commercially, the social spaces and times in which moder~jty is acted out.

One more stop before the terminus:ct>ourgeoisrespectabil~ as well as
its opponents, drew considerably oruortiantiCisni'~swe 'sball see in chapter
3, romanticism and the concept of cUlture that it produced were in many
respects reactions against industrial, commercial, consumer society from
Rousseau in the 1750s through revolutionary and nationalist romanticism up
to the mid-nineteenth century. It has therefore provided probably the most

enduring source of critiques of consumer culture, which it sees as part of
a materialistic modernity that lacks-authentic collective values and truths.
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Yet paradoxically romanticism also bequeathed to consumer culture many

of the themes that we consider most modern or ~. Underthe impact of a materialistic and monetarized socie r . . rnmoted

i~~iJiy~~~n ~-~~h~~ti~!!y-th.at derived from wha!_~was
'natural', emotional, irrational, sensuaI and imaginative in the self. Moreover,

it-aSsöC~djji~~(m~s-Qi~ with"Et~fn~~re~~eyeryday life (at least, in the first instance, the every ay i e of e artist or
geniusj""sliould be a process of ma~ing pthe.s.!<Jf.The individual's style of
goods, activiiiesana--expe'iiences' was no long~r amatter nf piire social
performance (as Sennett (1977) argues it was for the eighteenth century) but
a matter of personal truth and authenticity. The very idea that acts of
consuming are seriously cQ!!sequ~ntial iQLtlie-auth@oticity oLthe...self (as
opposed to mere physical survival or social climbing) is an unintentional
consequence of these early developments, as are many of the 'authentic
values' in which modern consumer goods come wrapped: naturalness,
emotional gratification, ethnic and national cultural v~lues, images of
innocent children, natural women and happy domesticity. It is through
romanrieism that consumer culture becomes both wildly playful and deadly
earnest (Berman 1970; Campbell 1989; Sennett 1977; Trilling 1972)

The commercial revolution

\\

Our reverse narrative has now dropped us off in the early modern period.
it is here that consumption comes to be understood in recognizably modern
ways and in which recognizably modern ways of consuming begin to appear.
it is also the period in which we can see most clearly the ways in which
consumer culture and modernity are inextricably interwoven.

There has, however, been a considerable historiographical barrier to
investigating this connection, a preoccupation, often dubbed a 'productivist
bias', with seeing the relation between modernity and capitalism as an
Industria/ Revolution, with production as the engine and essence of
modernization. In the most Whiggish versions, modernity unbinds the
Prometheus of productive forces from the chains of superstition, authority
and tradition: seience and technology, the rational technical division of
labour and industrial organization, free labour markets, the replacement of
status by contract, demographic shifts to the city, all combine in a forcefield
of initiative, ingenuity, invention and energy. Industrial machinery - the
school pupil's learned litany of steam engines, spinning jennies and
Arkwright looms - encapsulates the spectacle of modernization.

The corollary is that ~~ture chronologically f.u.11Q.1J!§

i~~. Work,after all, comes before play. Moreover, culture in

'L
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general is often seen to be amatter of economic surplus: until a certain level
of material wealth has been achieved, it is often argued, consumption is
restricted to basic, effectively non..,cultural needs; only above that level can
societies sustain that meaning-oriented, 'cultural' choice between desirable
goods which characterizes consumer culture. Similarly in economic history,
modernization up to the early twentieth centuryappears as a process of
saving, investment and accumulation at a social scale, underpinned by a
Puritan, work-oriented ethic. Both the nineteenth century bourgeoisie and
the twentieth century Soviet elite saw modernization in these terms - as a

period of enforced social saving and investment, of deferred consumer
gratification, of a savings plan for the national household. Moreover they
acted this way quite sufficiendy to give the perspective considerable
empirical truth. Energies were invested in producing means of production
- machinery, metals, infrastructure such as ships and railways - and some
primary goods, such as clothing, that involved large markets for staples.
Soviet modernization stated this most explicidy: a policy of forced
accumulation of productive resources and the dampening of consumer-
oriented production and demand in order to catch up in a few five-year plans
the accomplishments of a century of western European industrialization.

The 'produ...Ç!:hjstbias' -has been cOQJests:dQY .iLgrowini histo~ical
revisionism which argues that a Consumf'r RevomtiGn prp('p"f''' the
iii"iiüStrialRevolution, or was at least a central and early in~edient of western

m~ernization (basic references and reviews might include Agnew 1986;
Appleby 1978; Braudel 1981; Brewer and Porter 1993; Bronner 1989;
Campbell 1989; Fine and Leopold 1990; McCracken 1990; McKendrick et
ai. 1983; Mukerji 1983; Perkin 1968; Porter 1982; Rule 1992; Sekora 1977;
Shammas 1990;Thirsk 1978; Weatherill1988; Xenos 1989). This argument
involves looking at developments as early as the sixteenth century, in which

we can discern,~, a new 'world of goods' (a €ide penetration-.Q.f([)
consumer goods into the everyda lives o ore socia c ~ses); econdi the
development and spread of 'consumer cu ture' in the ~o as ~J

~as key elements of consumPtion; (t1ilra~ the development of
inf!:..astructt!!;es,organizations and practices th:ir-rarget these new kinds of(ti
markets (the rise of shopeing, advertisinii:. marketing).

This revisionism started by addressing a contemporary Keynesian
question to the eighteenth century. How can industrialization have 0,
proceeded on a capitalist basis without the puor existence of adequate C/
effectiye demand for its produce? To whom could these industrialists seli?
WfiYdldth~y not simply go bankrupt, leaving to the liquidators a pile of
rational and scientific inventions and rationally organized but silent
factories? The more economettic side of this debate simply assumed that
people aiready wanted more things (assumed that demand was insatiable).
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Histo~ia~s.therefore loo~edfor the ~ourcesof financefor this demand: the proeiiiceel it"..lf (Mukerji 1983; see also Mintz 1985). A~alyses of probate
t.echnicalities of the ensumg debate revolved around the relative importance documents (for example, Shammas 1990, 1993; Weatherilll988, 1993), of
of home versus foreign demand and thus of home markets versus foreign Inventories from shops and chapmen, of commercial manuals and of diaries

trade a~d around the importance of demographic shifts, such as rising f (for example Mui and Mui 1989; Spufford 1981; Spufford 198~; WilIan

population and the role of London as a centre of consumption. it also ! 1970' and artides in Brewer and Porter 1993) show that entirely new
considered shifts in income structure and differential wage rates. (For some . cate~ories of goods appear in homes and shops (e.g. curtains, mirrors); more
of the original discussion, see Coats 1958; Eversley 1967; Gilboy 1967; . oftraditional categoriesappear (e.g. chairs and tables);older types ofgoods
McKendrick 1974; McKendrick et aL.1983; Rosenberg 1968; Vichert 1971' f are made with newer and more varied materials and are complexly
Wiles 1968;Wrigley 1967.) . ' differentiatedby prices and qualities(e.g. china platesand cups, dothing);

However such debates might be resolved, there is a prior (again new goodsemerge in association with new commodities (for e~ample cups
Keynesian) problem remaining: the propensity to consume. Given more are introduced into homes for drinking the new warm drmks, coffee,
resources, why would people choose to spend them on more things? Simply chocolate and tea). This 'world of goods' was both wide and deep: while we
to assume an insatiable demand for more commodities is to assume, without r would hardly look for an 'affiuent worker' among Cornish' tin miners or

evidence or ex~lanation~ that a central feature of modern consumer culture ' Cumberland peasants in the 1690s, we know that ~n i~pr~ssive range of
was alr~ady well established. For example, much evidence exists - from relatively cheap goods was being made and ?ought 10~ritam. We ca~ add
many different sectors of the population and many different periods up to f to this the construction of permanent houslOg (HosklOs 1963); retail and
the present - that a major struggle for and within capitalism focused on r transport infrastructures (Spufford 1984;WilIan 1976);dothing markets
cajoling people not to stop working and enjoy free time independent of i and other developments from Iate Tudor times. Finally, amongst the most
commodity consumption once their needs are satisfied, but rather to want i adventurous pioneers in the new 'world of goods' were the entrep~eneurs
more so that they will continue working in order to buy more commodities i ofleisure: they organized activities such as sport, theatre and entertamment,
(see, for example, Campbell 1989:18;Cross 1993;Sahlins 1974:1-40; see i assemblies,balls and masquerades, leisure and pleasuregardens and so on
al.so Cunningham 1980; Rojek 1985 on struggles over leisure in the, Intocommercialevents,with fee-payingadmissionby ticket or subscription.
nineteenth century). The concept and practice of 'insatiable needs' is not Moreover the commodificationofleisure extends from events to goods:for
only a historicalachievementbut a veryrealsocialand politicalbattleground examplet~ys for children, novelsand printed music for the female public
(see chapter 3). ~aking markets and sustaining them requires not only - allcommodity-basedactivities(see,forexample,Castle 19~6;Plu~b 1983).
elegant econometric.balancesbut also socio-culturalchanges which cannot Secondly,the revisionistaccountof the consumerrevolutionpolOtsto t~e
be assun,ied. ?therwise, instea~ of t~e fallacy of ~egardi~g consumer culture emergence and ~ocial ex~ension of the fashio~ system throughout this 8
as the historically delayed gratification of long lOdustrial labour we rather widened consumlOg public. The system of(rapid turnover ot stvles.\the

ass~m~ its basic features to be given and unexplained, not only ~preceding \..desirefor 'the new'" cr~a new ~~namic in co?~umer demand. Th.is i~
caplta~ism but also as s.omehow natur~l. and eternal. The central question, generally hnked to the idea of a.!!ansltlOn from t.radltional to modern socl~tx:
then, is: how was the idea and practice of consumption transformed and' under the ancien regime, social status was relatively fixed and consumption
revalued? And this is a question that must be answered to explain not just was tied inflexibly to social rank. Fashion, in the sense of the conspicuou~

cons~mer culture but t?e emergence of industrial modernization ltself. 'and changing display of status through consumption, was largely confined
Evidence for some klOd of consumer revolution around the eighteenth to the aristocracy, not just because of the poverty of other ranks but also

century is certainly plentiful. Firstly, the new historical record offers largely because of social rigidity. The appearance offashion marks a moment
considerable evidence of a newand expanding 'world of goods' during the In which the fixity of ranks and status is breaking down. This kind of analysis

early modern .p~riod. Contemporaries (for example Defoe) certainly tends to equate fashion and therefore the consumer.revolution with sta~us
commented on it lOcessantly. Moreover, we are used to linking the period competition emulation and conspicuous consumption: new consumption

with ~ sudde~ ,,:ealth of new commodities derived from discovery and patterns are'tied to a 'trickle-down' process in ~hi~h aspiring ran~s ~odel
colonial expIOltation - coffee, ~ea, tobacco, imported doths and dyes, new 8 meir consumption on that of higher ranks. This I~ne of thought is widely
foods (potatoes, tomatoes), frults, ete. The west was a master consumer of identified with Neil McKendrick's work (McKendrick 1959/60,1964,1974;
i~perially expropriated commoditiesbefore it wasa consumer of goodsit... 1 McKendricket aL.1983)and is the subject of much debate (see chapter 6)

y
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in terms of its adequacy in accounting for either the new scale or new pattem
of consumer demand.

Be that as it may, McKendrick's work points us to a third feature of the
consumer revolution: the new form and scale of consumption is crucially
related to n~ forms of hm:inE'~~and commf'rrial organizat~n, new'
infrastructures of consumption. McKendrick focuses on the early rise of
marketing and consumer-oriented retailing through examples such asJosiah
Wedgwood's pottery industry (McKendrick et aL. 1983). His interest is in
the way W-edii:woodexploited an emulation-based fashion system by, for
example, tapping into new vogues (producing 'Etruscan' vases in response
to enormous public interest in archaeology and classical culture), obtaining
and advertising aristocratic and royal endorsements (getting those vases into
the homes of noble 'taste leaders'), opening strategically placed shops in
order to make a fashionable spectacle of his goods.

The revisionist account has many problems. For example, Fine and
Leopold (1990, 1993) raise valid econometric objections concerning its
ability to account for industrialization, and reasonable ideological questions
about pr.oi~!!ng Thatcherism onto Georgian societliuch that the heroes of
capitalist mo~erii-izanöntürnöüiTö oc eiKhteeni.~YJJ.PID~. The
reliance on emulation and trickle-down accounts of fashion are also
problematic. However, i want to explore a different objection: the usual

,
re,risionist acconnt simply reverses the standar4 ~ne so thi\! thE' ronsw:iier
revolution ~~.m: es the industrial one. An alternatiye is to see both as
part of a - ommercia/ revolutio in which concepts of trade. monev. new
financial instruments and moveablç~rty:Contracts and orientation to
commercial exploitation of ever more extensive and impersonal markets
generated a vast range of new notions and activities which we deem modern.

~
The crucial point is that the expansion of the world of goods, the new

patterns of consumer dynamism and the ercial organization all~

~te anything we might recognizeas industrialization y anyt ing up to
a couple of centuries. In cloth and clothing production for example- the
spearhead of industrialization in most textbooks - the main mechanical

inventions start only from the 1780s, while much of the 'industry' was still
conducted through cottage-based putting out (i.e. organized Ona distributed
basis by commercial capitalists rather than through a centralized factory
system by industrial capitalists) until well into the 1830s. Yet the production
of toys with highly diversified product lines sold on a national market was
well established in large-scale enterprises with considerable division of
labour and wage-relation from the mid-seventeenth century.

Toy production in fact typified a kind of early modern enteri?,rise studied i

by Joan Thirsk (1978): the 'projects'. Thirsk uses these 'projects' to
demonstrate a revaiuation and reorganization of production, commerce and

cv
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consumption starting from the sixteenth century. The projects and their
'projektors' (early entrepreneurs) originate in a policy ofimport substitution
developed in the context of mercantilism. Worried that demand for foreign
'fripperies' was draining the nation's bullion, government policies and
entrepreneurial initiatives strove to increase domestic production through
new or reformed businesses. The projects were significantly oriented to
consumer goods (for example stockings, buttons, pins and nails, salt, starch,
soap, knives and tools, tobacco-pipes, pots and ovens, ribbons and lace, linen
and aqua vitae). Moreover, Thirsk argues, their often large work-forces
probably also provided the first modern, as opposed to elite, consumers: 'the
majority of the population in many local communities did not begin to
accumulate much cash in hand until they began to produce commodities
other than the staple necessities oflife . . . [the projects] gaye them cash and
something to spend the cash on' (1978: 7). Typically of consumer culture,
the workers were simultaneously the makers and the market.

These projects could involve considerable technical and organizational
innovation without doubt: for example, the pin-makers that Adam Smith
made exemplary of the efficiency gains of the technical division of labour
were not, as is often assumed, modern mechanized industrialists but one of
the early modern projects as studied by Thirsk. The point is that they
innovated (and laid the basis for later industrialization) not primarily as an
offshoot of science and engineering or major capital investment (they
generally involved little), nor through consumer orientation (in McKendrick's
sense of being fashion-led). Rather, they emerged and innovated as part of
a policyand practice of commercial opportumm, an öi1entiifiOi'fl6Waros
jjlide: The projects involvealarge-volume production, to be sold over wide
geographically dispersed markets to a 'general public' of consumers rather
than locally to known customers.

I! is trade and commerce (rat~er than-i>roduction or consumption) that
I

loo!!ls larKest in the~y mOEernl[;ind. Theyare recognized very early asthe catalysts, for good or ill, of t e transition from traditional agrarian to
modern society. Moreover, it is cQ!.!!!!1!:U:ethat p!Qvides so many of the new

i~ages ~d concepts through which that society is understood and th~
which consiimPtion is {ÇcogJ1i7edand revalued in ways that bear the mark
of what we now call consumer culture: notions of economy and govemment,
the idea of civil society and of society itself, images of the self, self-interest,
reason and desire, new concepts of status and culture.

Firstly, as we will explore in chapter 7, it is in relation to commerce that
consumption is redefined in the eighteenth century. In earlier times,
consumption meant waste, squandering, using up (without gain), a loss to
economic, moral and political flows of value (Williams 1976: 68-70). By the
later eighteenth century, the word can be used technically and neutrally
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within economic and other discourses to signify a natural part of these flows
and at the same time their logical terminus or goal: for Smith, 'Consumption
is the sole end and purpose of all production and the interest of the producer
ought to be attended to, only so far as it may be necessary for promoting
that of the tonsumer.' lt is through the idea of commerce that people come
to see as necessaryand important the social conditions which enable goodsto be sold.

Secondly, the revaluation of consumption along the lines of a modern .

consumer culture is bound up with the experience of a world entirely
transformed, not just economicalIy but socialIy and culturalIy, by commerce,
market exchange and money. Market-based exchange and consumption
presupposed that individuals could make unconstrained choices about what
goods they wished to buy; and that access to these goods could be regulated
solely by the possession of cash, of the money to buy the goods. The idea
that people's lifestyles could be determined solely by their money-wealth -
rather than by religious prohibitions on luxury and excess, by juridical
prohibitions of certain goods to certain status groups, by traditional and
communal surveillance, by the cosmological fixity of 'the great chain of
being' - indicated a situation of status instability and ultimately status
revolution. The si>read of markets and market-mediated consumption both
re ired and intensivel romoted the breakdown of the old status o-;der,
and this i i ed the r r mind:tl1e-CôrröSiVe' (or
liberating) effect of monetary relations on traditional society. From the Iate
sixteenth century onwards, the hope and dread of a world now more

opulently dense with things and more licentiously free to exercise socialIy
unrestricted individual choice was eIearly bruited about: the problem or
potential of a society in which individuals can make themselves according
to their own desigos by buying commodities (Sekora 1977). This threat to
the old order is not posed by an industrial bourgeoisie alone but rather
comprises the erosion of traditional society through alI forms of moneyedwealth.

Significantly, 'commerce' meant more than trade in the eighteenth
century. From its origins in the sixteenth century, the word has a specific
economic sense (it is trafIic or intercourse between social beings in the course
of buying and selling goods, as weII as the whol~ process and system of
exchanging things). But it also carries a general sense of social intercourse,
of regular dealings between people, of everyday conversation and interchange
of ideas, communication ete. It is a notion of uncompelIed encounters
between people in the regular and voluntary course of their practieal life. For
critics of commercial society, the origin of the term in trade (and the idea
that modern sociality depends on trade) indicates the disreputability of this
new freedom of social interaction. Sigoificantly, 'commerce' also describes
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sexual and licentious relations (for example, in Fielding, 'Sophia's virtue
made his commerce with lady Bellaston appear stili more odious' (from Tom
Jones, 1749; OED) Both commercial and consumer society are often
described as a kind of mad orgy (see, for example, Porter 1993a, 1993b).

Commerce was a new metaphor for the social: the free exchange not only
of goods and serviees within a monetary economy but also of ideas,
conversation, opinion within a free public sphere (Burehill 1991; Pocock
1975, 1985). This new image is evident in the idea of 'civii society': not just
the market, but a whole world of political, economic and private associations
in whichmen (sic)could be free, convivial,contentedly opportunistic, self-
interested and energetic. Hirschman (1977) captures this relation between
commerce and 'civility' in 'political arguments for capitalisin before its
triumph': commerce, for example in Montesquieu, is a civilizing process
because it promotes peaceful intercourse within and between nations;
because the passions, unreason, violence and power of both sovereigos and
individuals are tamed by the rational pursuit of self-interest; and because
private commercial wealth provides the means of resistance to arbitrary
authority.

it could be argued that 'commmer culture' (like 'mass society') is one of
several terms that comes to ~lace the idea of 'civii society' and indicates
the degeneration of that ideal ofvoluntary association in which free and equal
men enter into commerce and communication with each other. Civil society
becomes consumer cUlture, on the one hand, when the commercial and
economie energy on which the former depends is imposed upon it as an
external and disciplinary force by, for example, large-scale corporations, the
mass media and advertising, and, on the other hand, when civil society is
castigated as comprising merely the irrational, arbitrary, frivolous and above
aLI manipulable follies of the mob, the destabilization of status and
overturning ofhierarchy. Moreover, the us_eof the term 'consumer culture'
can indicate the reduction of the broad social ideal of .. iet to the mere

p'!!suit o wealth NP (Habe 9.1).
one e ess, ideas of modern consumption arise firstly in the ideal (or

dystopia) of a liberal and commercial society comprising free individuals
pursuing their interests through free association in the public sphere. The
consumer, as we shall see in the next chapter, is one example or one aspect
of the private and enterprising individual who stands at the centre of the very
notion of modernity. Commercial and civil society required freedom, took
liberties and therefore usurped powers. We are familiar with this process in
certain areas ofhistorical change: the assertion of reason and science involved
a reliance on the individual's resources of knowledge and an independence
from received authority, from 'custom and example' (Descartes, quoted in
Gellner 1992), tradition, religious revelation. This is a eIass struggle in

i
...
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thought, a revolution by and for 'self-made men' (GeIIner 1992). But
Enlightenment man - both as an idealized projection and as a real new form

of subjectivity - was not just arational, freethinking individual in the sphere
of science, politics or production: he also leamed some of these ways ofbeing
by being rational and individual in the experience of going to market and
of materially constructing new forms of domesticity, in dressing as a
fashionable urbanite and in going to newly commercialized leisure activities.

The outlines of conSUIner culture

If consumer culture is bound up with 'the whole of modernity' in the ways
i have suggested, then a simple definition of it would seem inappropriate.
On the other hand, we need some signposts, some way of reeognizing just
when consumer culture is being talked about. What follows, then, is a limited
list of features by which consumer culture has been identifled, a list derived
from the kinds of material we will be looking at in the following chapters.
What kinds of thing have modern thinkers pointed to when they have
thought about consumer culture, when they have condemned or applauded
modern society as a consumer society? What have they found to be different
or dangerous about the way consumption is organized in the modern world?
What general modern features and processes seem to have made consumer
culture visible and distinctive to modern thinkers as a social phenomenon?

'(

Consumer cU/lure ;s a p!!!!re oLconsumplipn

(
The notion of 'consumer culture' im

.

plies that, in the modern world, core
social ,practices and cultural values, ideas, aspirations and identit!~ are
dç!inedand-or~c:..q_JIl-re1aa-:~ C~tipn rather than to other social
dim~sions such as work or citizensnip, religious cosmology or military role.
To deseribe a society in terms of its consumption and to assume that its core
values deri ve from it is unprecedented: a militaristic culture, agrarian
culture, maritime culture . . . but a consumer culture?

Thus in talking of modern society as a consumer culture, people are not
referring simply to a particular pattern of needs and objeets - a particular
consumption culture - but to a culture of consumption. To talk this way is
to regard the dominant values of a society not only to be organized through
consumption practices but also in some sense to derive from them. Thus we
might deseribe contemporary society as materialistic, as a peeuniary culture
based on money, as concerned with 'having' to the exclusion of 'being', as
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aimmodified, as hedonistic, narcissistic or, more positively, as a society of
dioice and consumer sovereignty. The very idea of a culture structured by
the consumption of commodities is often regarded as a contradiction in terms
(as discussed in chapter 3) because the term 'culture' has been defined as the
social preservation of authentic values that cannot be negotiated by money
and market exchange. Hence, for example, consumer culture is often equated
.-ith 'mass culture', with a society in which the desires and tastes of 'the
masses', newly empowered by money and democratic rights, reduce culture
to consumption.

Morcover, a central claim is that values from the realm of consumption
spill over into other domains of social action, such that modern society is
ÜI toro a consumer culture, and not just in its specifically consuming
activities. The spread of consumption values to the general society occurs
firstly because consumption itself becomes a central focus of sociallife (in
the sense that we reproduce more and more areas of social life through the
use of commodities, and in the sense that other foci, e.g. work, religion,
politics, become less important or meaningful); and secondly because the
values of consumer culture acquire a prestige which encourages their
metaphorical extension to other social domains, e.g. the extension of the
ainsumer model to public service broadcasting or health provision.

Consumer cu/lure ;s ihe cu/lure of a markel soc;ety---

,Modern consumption is mediated by market relations and takes the form of
the consumption of commodities: that is to say we generally consume goods,
services and experiences which have been produced solely in order to be sold
on the market to consumers. We do not ourselves make the goods through
which we reproduce everyday life. Ratlier, integral to our consumption is
the act of choosing between a range of alternatiye commodities produced by
ins~tutions which are not interested in need or cultural values but in profit
and eeonomic values. The consumer's access to consumption is largely
structured by the distribution of material and cultural resources (moneyand
taste), which itself is determined in crucial ways by market relations - above
iLI the wage relation and social class.

We can put this most clearly through Marx's terminology (though many
of the basic assumptions are very widely shared). The concentration of
means of production under private ownership (as capital) means that workers
do not, and for the most part cannot, produce the means of their own
subsistence, their own consumer goods. These must be obtained indirectly:
people sell their labour power for money in the form of wages by producing
goods to which theyare normally indifferent, in order to be able to buy on
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another market the goods they actuaiiy want (and which have been producedf exchanged, then this too must increasingly be produced and distributed in
by other equaiiy indifferent workers and capitalistS). From this perspective" an impersonal and generalized manner: design, advertising, marketing .aii
it is the wage-relation (and not industrial mass production), it is capitalist. surt bejôrewidespread industrialization because of the need to personalize
relations of production (and not its technical forces) that produce the! ibe impersonal, to culturally specify the general and the abstract.
consumer, and do so instantly and automatically. The worker and the. The idea that consumer culture serves a general public also promotes a
consumer are bom of tl).e same social relation. The wage relation mightl more positive idea that it embraces 'everyone'. Although we know that .access
produce a very poor consumer indeed, for the most part, and one who cannot, Lo commodities is restricted by access to money, the consumption of
go to the market for many of his or her needs, instead either goingwithout, (Ommoditiesis treated in principteas the activity of the entire popularion.
or - up to a Iate historical period - continuing to produce outside of marketi We are all formally free and equal when we go to market, unconstrained in

relations the means of his or her own subsistence. But it is through the our choices by legally fixed status or cultural prohi6itions. Moreover,
market that consumer culture is defined:consumers are produced when the (Onsumer culture appears universal in so far as it portrays itself as a

market emerges as the general means of economic regulation. dci!i~racy of comfor..!.and.)!eal~. There seems to be a fl!!ldamental.h~an
To state the obvious, co~umei:.cu1ture is f.'!P..ita/istculture. Historically, rjiht toCöiiSümerreely md a technical potential to con~~e weii that isRY.!.!!,,-

it develops as part of the capitalist system. Structuraiiy;'consumer cult!!!e. as by modgnj!y: the right and ability to be a consumer is the ideological

~mpatible with th~ olitical re !ation of consumption thr~l,!gh~er~' birthright of the modern western subject. .!!!}) ressionormeDiarketDr ditionalistsum tua o es an aws It oesl Similarly,however, iUb.ere is no Pri.!!.9P.k.mti:kting...w.~_f~ES~~
not arise in non-capitalist societies: in the case of bot actuaiiy existing. .hat, there is also no principled constraint ~ can he rn"c:iimf'd: aii
socialism and rcligiously fundamentalist states, for example, political control L -icial relations, activities and objects can in principle be exchanged as
over consumption and the suppression of its 'decadent' culture are cruciaL., (Ommodities. This is one of the most profound secularizations enacted by
Conversely, when either regime !ackens its control or breaks down, in i ibe modern world. Everything can become a commodity at least during some
conditions of tec nica an materia resources~alist' part of its life. This potential for any thing, activity or experience to be
entreprencurialismlinkedto ~xpandedconsumermar ets doesindeedarise.I'. a>mmodifiedor to be replac~d by c~mmodities perpetuaiiy places the

intimate world of the everyday into the impcrsonal world of the market and

t
" iis values.Moreover, while consumer culture appears universal because it
, i5depictedas a land of freedomin which everyonecanbe a co~sume~,it is
'. .&isofelt to be universalbecauseeveryonemustbe a consumer:this particular

Consumer ,culture is often identified with the idea of mass consumption' freedom is compulsory.1t is by and large through commodities that everyday

because it exemplifies the generalization of commodity consumption to the f life, and the social relations and identities that we liye within it, are sustained
entire population. However, mass consumption is onlyone form of a more i md reproduced.
fundamental principle: the idea of making large volumesof goods for sale .

to a general public rather than for oneself, for one's household or localJ
community or on the basis of a personal commission. The idea of selling a i
product that is not tailored to the needs of a known and unique individual
or community, but which might be sold to any individual anywhere,
presumes impersonal and generalizable relations of exchange as the basis for
mediating consumption.

Market relations are anonymous and in principle universal: the consumer
is not a ~nown 'customer' but an anonymous subject who can only be
imagined and constructed as an object- the target of a marketing drive, the
profile produced by a market survey, a mass market or market segment.
Moreover, if the cultural meaning of the consumer good is not immediately
provided by the personalized relations in which it is produced and

Consumer cu/ture is, in princip/e, 'fniversa/ and impersona/

Consumer cu/ture identifies freedom with private choice and private Life. -

To be a consumer is to make choices: to decide what you want, to consider

bo", to spend your money to get it. This exercise of choice is in principle,
i(never in fact, unconstrained: no one has the right to teii you what to buy,
.hat to want. 'Qmsumer sovereignty' is an extremely compelling image of

~: apart from the modern right to choose our intimate partners, it
provides one of the few tangible and mundane experiences of freedom which
fccls personaiiy significant to modern subjects. How emotionaiiy charged
-ithin everyday life is the right to vote?

The 'freedom' of consqmer culture is defined in a particular way which

\(



is crucial to modernity, especially its liberal version: consumer choice is a for its denizens but essential for socio-economic order and progress.
private act. Firstly it is private in the positive sense that it occurs within a' The idea of insatiable need is bound up with notions of cultural
doi:nain of the private - of the indiridual, the houscli.Wd,-the. group of friend~

i

modernization: the increased productivity of modern industry is widely
- which is ideologically declared out of bounds to public intervention. The' understood as both a response and a spur to the capacity of people's desires

relation between freedom and privacy is crucial to the idea of the moderni &obecome increasingly sophisticated, refined, imaginative and personal, as
individual: reason, for example, was conceptualized by much of theiftll as people's desire to advance themselves socially and economieally. As

Enlightenment as a private resource, found within the individual, with whichi wc shall see in several chapters, these capacities can be heralded as either
ke (as we shall see, the hero of this story is specifically male) could resist thera quantum leap in human civilization or a descent into decadence. On the
irrational social authority of tradition, religion, political elites, superstition. iodier hand, it is generally accepted by most parties that a commercial society
Private, individual resources were also defined in terms of the interests of the fis systemically dependent on the insatiability of needs: put crudely,
individual, which only he could know and whieh he had every right to: axnmodity production requires the sale of ever-increasing quantities of
pursue. Consumer choice is merely the mundane version of this broader, C1'er-changinggoods;market societyis thereforeperpetuallyhaunted by the
notion of private, individual freedom. !possibilitythat needs might be either satisfiedor underfinanced.

Secondly,however,consumerchoiceisprivate in the morenegativesensei This fear emerges in many forms and through a variety of historical
that it is restricted to the household, mundane domesticity, the world of

l

.

,

aperiences. There is the perpetual fear that workers wiIl choose more time
pmate relarioJlships. Any particular act of consumption is private in the ndier than more goods as the reward for industrial progress (see, for
sense of having n.opublic si~nificance. We do not consume in order to buiid' aample, Campbell 1989; Cross 1993; Sahlins 1974). The redefinition of
a better society, to be"a good person and live the true life, but to increase ' aure time as consumption time, the commodification of leisure, has been
prlvate pleasures and comforts. . Crucialin sustaining capitalist growth. Experiences of global economic

Consumer culture is marked by this double sense of privacy and its depression in the inter-war years give rise to an elaborate structure of
relation to choice and freedom: individual empowerment, meaning, investment 'demand management strategies (Keynesianism, welfare state). it has also
in the future, identity ete. are bound up with a restricted area of life. The bcen argued that advertising and marketing have not only addressed demand
constant complaint of critical traditions is that in becoming 'free' as , cldicitsfor particularbrands and products but alsoparticipated in changing
consumers we barter away power and freedom in the workplace or in the nlues from a puritan orientation to savings, the future, the preservation of
political arena in exchange for mere private contentment. pds and sobriety to a hedonistic ethos of spending and credit, orientation

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the privacy of individualchoice~ IDthe present, rapid technieal and aesthetic obsolescence, the turnover of
seems to contradict socialorder, solidarity and authority. If individuals i siyles and goods and a playful culture.
define their own interests, how can society hold together? If choice is f For many authors, it is precisely in this domain that the fundamental and
governed by private individual preferences, what happens to enduring (t. idtimately self-rending cultural contradictions of modernity (and its
culturalvalues?In manyrespects,thisis the mainpreoccupationof crities,', aumblingintopostmodernity)arise:economicmodernizMinnischaracterizedi
of consumer culture, both conservativeand radical: if we cannot judge or aGOthe one hand, by r~llimal planning, discipline and labO)lf Iindei:iHnned

regulate th~ desires ofin~ividuals,.ho~ can they work to constitute a good1 bY.Lworkethic;yet,onth~otherhand,i.ts~r,!ç~ra1l~epends..~Q~
or progressiveor authentic collectivebfe?

I,

inational desires and passions, a hedonistic orientiUJQD,.tIl.gr:it,fir<>tIlJn.in tqe

, present which must sure(yÜndermine it.

Consumerneedsare in princip/eun/imited andjEsatiable i '

Consumer cu/ture is tke privi/eged medium.fOr negotiating identit:y and
In most cultures, the possibility that needs may be insatiable indicates a social i status witkin a post-traditiona/söCiity
or moral pathology (sin, corruption, decadence) or a very particular status
marker for social elites (the excesses of competitive display). In consumer
culture, uniquely, unlimited need - th~tant tfesire...fauii~~e

i co#tant produ~~~~ - is widely taken to be not only normal
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in Europe, the ancien regime inherited the feudal idea, if no longer quite the
actuality, of a social structure comprising fixed and stable status: a world in
which social position is ascribed by birt~ and is fixed as part of a cosmological
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order (for exarnple 'the great chain of being') in which each entity has an
ordained place and has attached to it exclusive rights, privileges and
obligations. The latter include rights and obligations to a particular lifestyle.
Hence suinptuary laws are important forms of symbolic regulation: that
certain animals can be eaten only by nobles (poaching laws), that guild
members must wear uniforms, that retainers must wear livery, that the right
to move house should be conditional. In a word, crucial areas of consumption
were fixed both in order to.mark out positions within the status order, and
also in order to regulate and police it. Revivals of sumptuary laws were rife
in England as 'the great chain of being' began to rust away over the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries with the birth of commercial society.

Modern concepts of individualism, founded on modern practices of
market exchange, sweep away the possibility as well as the desirability of a
fixed status order. The move 'from status to contract' makes social mobility
amatter of principle: mobility either upward or downward, for status is now
an achievement of the moment (there is always new andmore dynamic
money threatening you from below) and not an attribute ascribed to one as
part of an inheritance from the cosmic order. In .a..iiost-tr;iditional societv,
s<?Ei~mi!'y..pust..be constructed by individuals, because it iii 0.9 Innger
gj.Y.~!L~!..!§S.ri!tÇ.<.h.but in the most bewildering of circumstances: not only
is one's position in the status order no longer fixed, but the order itself is
unstable and changing and is represented through ever changing goods and
images. Access to goods is regulated purely by money, yet these goods still
signify social position, and in increasingly complex and creative ways.

Goods can always signify social identity, but in the fluid processes of a
post-traditional society, identity seems to be more a function of consumption
than the other, traditional, way round. The extreme version of this is found
in the idea of postmodernity: society appears as a kind of fancy-dress party
in which identities are designed, tried on, worn for the evening and then
traded in for the next. Appearances - the images we construct on the surfaces
of our bodies, our living spaces, our manners and our voices- becomea
crucial way ofknowing and identifying ourselves and each.other, but again,
precisely at the moment when these signs have become detached from any
fixed meaning or reference. In the new, modern world, we rely on
appearances; but only in the old world did those appearances have reliable
meanings, were they fixed items in a fixed code.

~nsumer9lture is cructally about the n~~~~iat~E.2.fstatus and i~
- the practice and communication of social position - unaer diese conditions.

Regulation of these issues by tradition is replaced by negotiation and
construction, and consumer goods are crucial to the way in which we make
up our social appearance, our social networks (lifestyle, status group etc.),
our structures of social value.

f

Consumer Cu/ture and Modernity

Consumer cu/ture represents the inc'E!.sing importance of cu/tur~
in the m!!dern exereise oj power---

Consumer culture is notoriously awash with signs, images, publicity. Most
obviously, it involves an aestheticization of commodities and their environ-
ment: advertising, packaging, shop display, point of sale material, product
design etc. have a long history within commercial capitalism. Tl!ere is an

explosion of v' rbal discourse on, abou~ tl!rou~h objeçIs (LeG"s
et aL. 1986). Although these features ave again come to the forefront of
thought over the 1980s, they have been both evident and much discussed

from the very dawn of commerce as the ordering principle of everyday
modernity.

Firstly, problems of status and identity, as outlined under the previous
point, promote a new flexibility in the relations between consumption,
communication and meaning. It is not so much that goods and acts of
consumption become more important in siitnalling status (they always were
crucial) but that both the structure of status and the structure of meaning
become unstable, flexible, highly ~/e. Appearance becomes a privileged
site of strategic action in unprecedented ways. .

Secondly, the nature of market exchange seems intrinsically bound up
with aestheticizatiQn. As indicated above, commodities circulate through
imper~nal and an~ymous networks: the split between producer and
consumer extends beyond simple commissioning (where a personal relationship
still exists) to production for an anonymous general public. To reconnect
consumer and product within this mediated space both must be personified
again, given meaning, and a meaning which connects them. For example,
Haug (1986) theorizes this in the notion of 'commodity aesthetics': the
producer must create an image of use value in which potential buyers can
recognize themselves. All aspects of the product's meaning and all channels
through which its meaning can be constructed and represented become
subject to intense and rationalized cakulation.

This gives rise to some of the central issues of sociological debate on
consumer culture. On the one hand, the eminently modern notion of the
social subject as a self-creating, self-defining individual is bound up with
self-creation through consumption: it is partly through the use of goods and
services that we formuIate ourselves as social identities and display these
identities. This renders consumption as the privileged site of autonomy,
meaning, subjectivity, privacy and freedom. On the other hand, all these
meanings around social identity and consumption become crucial to
economic competition and rational organization, become the objects of
strategic action by dominating institutions. The sense of autonomy and
identity in consumption is placed constantly under threat. Hence the
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constant and constitutive controversy over whether consumption is a sphere
of manipulation or freedom, whether the consumer is sovereign or subject,
active or passive, creative or determined, and so on.

Moreover, there has been a considerable shift in how theorists perceive
the role of culture in socialorganization. For earlier critics of consumer
culture, what passes for culture in capitalist societies appeared to be at the
service of economic and political power: advertising, for example, fostered
in individuals those needs which were most useful to the system, both in the
sense of increasing demand for commodities and in the sense of identifying
individuals with the commodity system in general. Much post-Fordist and
postmodern theory, on the other hand, argues tnat.c.u.Li:ureii:nl1wQrganiziiii
th.eeconomyin crucial respec.!~:..!~lm:.Q(goods ~~ds 1!!QI.~..Qn..tlim
cultural v~ (~:ya1:[a:}ha.!!...2!!~l}nctional oLS<.ç,onomicmue;
aijvertisiJlgand.mai:ketingJu:e..no.long.ert:um;tiQJJ.1L&Y!mr..dinii;~gyction
hut .an: "ctJ!!l!h:..91mmaruling..Ai~w:irbin 6rius;..more and more
cQ!!!IIloditiestake the ~.!!}...!!~f ml\.~.~l good~~JUi.LQ(.~d
re~ils-(lOr example information, software), of s~vices and
'experiences' (for example tourism, leisure). The logical development of
consumer culture (as of advancedcapitalismas a whole)seemsto be in the
direction of the 'de-materialization' of the economy.

Conclusion

The fact that we can trace consumer culture arather long way back, and that
we can list a number of features through which it has been identified
throughout modernity, is not amatter ofpedantic historical interest. As we
shall see in the following chapters, the fact that consumer culture is bound
up with 'the whole of modernity' means that the concepts, issues, and
critiques through which we try to understand it also have long histories. If
the choice of'theories of consumer culture' now on offer in today's university
bookshop is not to be reduced to amatter of pure consumer preference, then
they too must be understood as part of a history of modern times. In the
next chapter we will start by looking at what 'the consumer' and 'consumer
choice' mean.
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Hero or fool?

The consumer is a schizoid character in modern thought. On the one han
a ridiculous figure: an irrational slave to trivial, materialistic desires who ca
be manipulated into childish mass conformity by calculating mass producer
This consumer is a cultural dupe or dope, the mug seduced by advertisini
the fashion victim, the striving nouveau riche,the Babbit keeping up wii
the Joneses, yuppies who would sell their birthright for a mess of design!
labels. Ostensibly exercising free choice, this consumer actually offenc
against all the aspirations of modern western citizens to be free, rationa
autonomous and self-defining.

On the other hand, the consumer is a hero of modernity. This may appe:
strange, since heroism is traditionally associated with noble distance froJ
the base pursuit of material gain. But the consumer became a hero precise!
when bourgeois culture broke this association and dignified itself in
historically new dramatic form: its liberal tradition connected material gaii
technical progress and individual freedom through the motivation of tl
pursuit of sel.f-interest.This laid the basis for a 'democratic' heroism: in tl
individual's most banal and previously undignified desires (for comforts an
for wealth, for trade and for industry) could be discerned the heroic wilI an
intelligence that could transform nature and society and bend them both i
mastery by the freely and privately chosen desires of the individual. Tl
consumer is heroic because he (sic) is rational and autonomous and becaw
only his self-defined needs can give legitimacy to economic and soci
institutions. The 'masculinity' of this bourgeois hero is part of the pictur
as is the supposedly feminine character of the irrational, manipulated an
domestic consumer.

Rational or irrational, sovereign or manipulated, autonomous or othe:


